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ABSTRACT
Visualising volumetric medical images such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) on picture
archiving and communication systems (PACS) clients is often achieved by image browsing in sagittal, coronal or axial
views or three-dimensional (3D) rendering. This latter technique requires fine thresholding for MRI. On the other hand,
computing virtual radiograph images, also referred to as digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR), provides in a single
two-dimensional (2D) image a complete overview of the 3D data. It appears therefore as a powerful alternative for MRI
visualisation and preview in PACS. This study describes a method to compute DRR from T1-weighted MRI. After
segmentation of the background, a histogram distribution analysis is performed and each foreground MRI voxel is
labelled as one of three tissues: cortical bone, also known as principal absorber of the X-rays, muscle and fat. An
intensity level is attributed to each voxel according to the Hounsfield scale, linearly related to the X-ray attenuation
coefficient. Each DRR pixel is computed as the accumulation of the new intensities of the MRI dataset along the
corresponding X-ray. The method has been tested on 16 T1-weighted MRI sets. Anterior-posterior and lateral DRR have
been computed with reasonable qualities and avoiding any manual tissue segmentations. This proof-of-concept holds for
research application for use in clinical PACS.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) constitute two major three-dimensional (3D)
imaging modalities largely used in clinical routine. Once recorded, a dataset is composed of a set of parallel crosssectional two-dimensional (2D) images, which frequently are difficult to visualize, manipulate and interpret. Having an
overview of the content of a volumetric set on a picture archiving and communication system (PACS) client is often
achieved by browsing the images in sagittal, coronal or axial views and by intensity-based 3D volume rendering. While
volume rendering appears efficient for CT datasets, MRI requires finer tuning difficult to use in practise.
Computing virtual radiographs, also referred to as digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR), provides in a single 2D
image an overview of the entire 3D data and appears therefore as a powerful alternative to volume rendering.
Computing DRR from CT is straightforward as the CT intensities follow the Hounsfield unit, linearly related to the Xray attenuation coefficients of the imaged tissue. On the other side, MRI intensities relate to hydrogen proton densities
without any direct link to the attenuation coefficients. Previous attempts to compute DRR from MRI have been reported
in the literature for the cranial [1-3] and the pelvis [4-5] regions. For the cranium region, Ramsey et al. [1-2] assume that
the MRI intensities in a certain fixed range correspond to bone tissues for their protocols, set them to a value related to
CT intensities and calculate DRR by ray-casting. For the same region, Yin et al. [3] propose a semi-automatic
segmentation of the MRI to extract the skin contours and other tissues related to their study (brain tumour), fill these
regions with different values related to the CT intensities and calculate DRR by ray-casting. More recently, Chen et al.
[4] emphasize the possibility for the pelvis region to calculate DRR from MRI with a quality similar to DRR calculated
from CT, based on manual segmentation of the bone tissues on the MRI and ray-casting. Finally, again after a manual
segmentation of the bones in the pelvis region, Kapanen et al. [5] propose a model to estimate the Hounsfield values
from the MRI intensities within the segmented bone region and calculate the DRR by ray-casting. All the methods
require however prior segmentations of anatomical structures on the images, or assume thresholds values for welldefined regions of interest and recording protocols.
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Our general objective is therefore to develop an automatic method to estimate CT intensities and calculate DRR from
MRI. This paper was initially motivated by subject-specific volumetric data visualisation in correspondence to virtually
physiological human (VHP) models. In our research-driven project, the objective is to develop a general method for MRI
visualization, which is not region-dependant and not requiring anatomical segmentations. The application is in the field
of simulating and assisting regional anaesthesia in virtual environments [6,7]. Within this framework, this paper intends
to present the proof-of-concept for an automatic intensity-based approach to compute DRR from T1-weighted MRI.
Three types of tissue have distinct X-ray attenuation coefficients and are usually visible on conventional radiographs:
cortical bone, muscle and subcutaneous fat and bone marrow. These tissues have also distinct proton densities and
appear therefore with distinct intensity on T1-weighted MRI: the cortical bone in dark, the muscles in dark grey and the
fat and bone marrow in bright grey. Our specific objective will therefore consist in developing a method to classify the
voxels in these three categories and in simulating X-ray propagation and attenuation according to this volume
classification (section 2), and then present the results of our proof-of-concept study (section 3).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1 Data
In total, 16 T1-weighted MRI series recorded between 2003 and 2008 at Uniklinik RWTH Aachen (Germany) have been
collected for the study. The axial or coronal images cover the hip or pelvis region with a resolution ranging from 0.44 to
1.86 mm/px and an inter-slice gap from 1.2 to 7 mm (Tab. 1).
2.2 Voxel classification
Like the cortical bone, air appears also dark on the MRI. Air however has an X-ray attenuation coefficient of almost zero
and must therefore be differed from bone. Hence, the first step in our processing chain consists in segmenting the
foreground (body) from the background (air) on the MRI according to the following process (Fig. 1): (1) denoising by
applying simple thresholding and bilateral filtering [8], (2) detecting edges by applying Canny detection [9] (for axial
slices) or thresholding using the 5-level Otsu method [10] and selecting the lower threshold (for coronal slices), (3)
dilating, filling hole and eroding first on the whole image and second on each connected component in the image to
avoid the fusion between several components like the two legs and (4) removing the smaller connected components.
The voxel classification is then based on the histogram of the foreground voxels (Fig. 2 for one example). Depending on
the data, the histogram presents one or two major peaks, the first one corresponding to the dark grey voxels of the muscle
tissues. The intensity of this first peak is automatically computed by detecting the highest peak in the histogram and
looking for another potential peak until 66% of its Y value. The peak with the lowest intensity (X value) is selected, as
pointed by the arrow on Figure 2.
Table 1. Characteristics of the MRI series used in the study.
Number of images
48
60
64
70
48
48
100
100
100
100
100
100
140
45
192
272

Inter-slice gap (mm)
4.95
4.40
5.50
3.30
5.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
1.20
7.00

Image size (px)
512×512
512×512
512×512
480×480
480×480
480×480
480×480
480×480
480×480
480×480
480×480
512×512
1024×1024
256×256
256×256
208×256

Image Resolution (mm/px)
0.88×0.88
0.89×0.89
0.88×0.88
0.80×0.80
0.79×0.79
0.79×0.79
0.94×0.94
0.94×0.94
0.94×0.94
0.94×0.94
0.94×0.94
0.88×0.88
0.44×0.44
1.60×1.60
1.52×1.52
1.86×1.86
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Orientation
coronal
coronal
coronal
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial
axial

Figure 1. Foreground/bacckground segm
mentation processs on original MRI.
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Figure 2. Histogram (barrs) and its envellope (red solid line)
l
of the foreeground voxels of one MRI sett; the blue, red and green
one, muscles, annd fat. The arrow
w points on thee first
zones dennote the MRI inntensities identiffied respectivelyy as cortical bo
major peaak, used for the calculations in our study.

The voxel claassification is then based onn the histogram
m of the foreg
ground voxelss (Fig. 2 for onne example). Depending onn
the data, the histogram
h
presents one or tw
wo major peaks, the first on
ne correspondding to the darrk grey voxelss of the musclee
tissues. The intensity
i
of thhis first peak is automaticaally computed
d by detectingg the highest peak in the histogram
h
andd
looking for another
a
potential peak until 66% of its Y value. The peak
p
with the lowest intensiity (X value) is selected, ass
pointed by thhe arrow on Figure 2.
Although verry important foor the computtation of radioographs due to
o its high attennuation coefficcient, the volu
ume of corticaal
bone is neverrtheless limiteed, not leadinng to any partticular peak on
o the histograam. Similarlyy, the volume of fat did noot
appear signifficantly on thee histograms of
o some series. The thresho
olds between the cortical bbone and the muscle
m
voxelss
and between the muscle and
a the fat vooxels, locatedd on each sid
de of the deteected peak, coould howeverr be estimatedd
m the intensityy of this peakk. To draw such inferencess, the threshollds have beenn manually identified by ann
directly from
expert for thee 16 MRI setss and the intensities valuess of these threesholds vs. thee intensity of the peak havee been plottedd
(Fig. 3); a corrrelation of 0.97 has been observed
o
in booth cases.
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Figure 3. Values of the bone-muscle
b
inttensity thresholdd (left) and musscle-fat intensitty threshold (rigght) vs. intensitty of the
first major histogram peaak (points) and regression lines (solid line).

Linear regresssions, also plotted on Figuure 3, perform
med on these points
p
providee prediction m
models to estim
mate the bonemuscle and muscle-fat
m
threesholds from the
t first peak intensity
i
according to equattions (1) and ((2):
Thbm = 0.7015 x Ip – 0.01246

(1)

Thmf = 1.0772 x Ip + 0.063
318

(2)

where Thbm annd Thmf repressent the bone--muscle and muscle-fat
m
threesholds and Ip the intensity oof the first maajor peak.
Using these linear
l
models, the bone-muuscle and muscle-fat thresh
holds could be respectivelyy estimated with
w root meann
square (RMS) errors of 0.001 and 0.02 onn the normalissed MRI inten
nsity (Tab. 2).
The Hounsfieeld scale, usedd for the CT inntensity, is linnearly related to
t the attenuaation coefficiennt. Each voxeel intensity cann
therefore be changed to thhe normalisedd Hounsfield value corresp
ponding to itss label. In praactise howeveer, the relativee
intensity can be adjusted depending
d
onn the tissue to be highlighteed on the DR
RR. Typically,, the intensity
y for the bonee,
f voxels, theereafter Ib, Im and If, havee been set resspectively to 1, 0.1 and 0.005 in our sim
mulations. Thee
muscle and fat
remaining voxels (i.e. backkground), havee been set to 0.
0
From the voxxel block filledd with desiredd intensities, DRR
D
can finally be simulateed for any orieentation using
g a ray-caszingg
technique. Foor each DRR pixel,
p
the intennsity I is compputed as:
I = Tf x If + Tm x Im + Tb x Ib

(3)

where Tf, Tm and
a Tb represeent the thicknness of the fat,, muscle and bone
b
tissues crrossed by the ray.
2.3 Proof-off-concept evaluation
The method has
h been evaluuated on the 16
1 MRI sets described
d
in Table 1. As theese sets have bbeen already used
u
to designn
the models inn equations (1) and (2), evvaluation has been made through
t
a leavve-one-out prrocess: after discarding
d
onee
series, new equations
e
(1) and
a (2) have been
b
computeed on the 15 remaining
r
serries as presentted in the preevious sectionn.
The bone-muuscle and musccle-fat threshoolds of the disscarded series have then been determinedd from these equations.
e
Thee
process has been
b
repeated 15 times, discarding each series one aftter the other. By
B this methood, the modells of equationss
(1) and (2) are
a replaced alternatively
a
b 16 differennt models forr our evaluatiion. The standard deviations of the twoo
by
coefficients for
f the bone-muscle threshhold models are respectiveely 0.019 andd 0.04 and foor the musclee-fat thresholdd
models 0.0255 and 0.04.
Table 2. Goodness
G
of fitt values of the bone-muscle
b
annd muscle-fat th
hreshold estimattions in normalised intensity units.
u
Threeshold
Bone-M
Muscle
Musccle-Fat

Correlation
coefficientt
0.9656
0.9666

Sum of squared
reesiduals
0.002318
0.005242

Root mean
n square
erroor
0.01287
0.01935

For each series, the background/foreground segmentations have been qualitatively checked, the voxel classification has
also been qualitatively evaluated and anterior-posterior DRR have been computed and qualitatively checked.
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3. RESULTS
The background/foreground segmentations have been checked qualitatively, 9 series presenting excellent segmentations,
4 were reasonably good despite some segmentations failures on some slices and 3 presenting either significant tissue
regions labelled as background or the contrary. Figure 4 presents the results for an axial MRI image and Figure 5 for a
coronal one.
The voxel classification on the 16 series has also been evaluated qualitatively. In regions such as the legs where the three
tissues are dominant, a good general classification was observed (Fig. 6). In other regions such as the pelvis area
presenting thinner cortical bones and other types of tissues, more classification failures were observed.
Anterior-posterior DRR have been computed for the 16 series and qualitatively checked. Three series were hardly
interpretable, while the other were interpretable, but with varying quality. Figure 7 middle and right depict two examples
with higher and lower quality. Even though not completely similar to conventional radiograph (Fig. 7 left),
characteristics such as skeleton projection are visible. A lateral DRR has also been computed in the region of the
proximal femur to compare the result of our method with the method proposed by Kapanen et al. [5] (see Fig. 8). The
proximal femur projection presents the same characteristics although the general quality remains slightly lower.

N
*

Figure 4. Axial raw MRI of the legs (left) and results of the Canny detection (middle) and final foreground-background
segmentation (right).

Figure 5. Coronal raw MRI of the legs (left) and results of the Otsu thresholding (middle) and final foreground-background
segmentation (right).

Figure 6. Axial MRI of the legs (original visible in Figure 4 left) where the intensities of the pixels identified as background,
cortical bone, muscles and fat have been set respectively to 0, 1, 0.2 and 0.1.
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Figure 7. Conventional anterior-posterior radiograph (left) and two anterior-posterior DRR computed from two different
MRI series for the pelvis region with intensities for the bone, muscle and fat voxels respectively set to 1, 0.1 and 0.05
(middle and right).

Figure 8. Lateral DRR computed from MRI with the method proposed in this study, with intensities for the bone, muscle
and fat voxels respectively set to 1, 0.08 and 0.04 (left) and lateral DRR extracted from Kapanen et al. [5] (right).

4. DISCUSSION
The first important point to highlight is that the quality of the DRR relies directly on the quality and resolution of the
underlying MRI. Sets with high noise and high thickness between slices are likely to produce low quality DRR, being an
intrinsic limitation of this visualisation. This limitation could be observed on our case, where MRI sets with low
resolution or high noise produced hardly interpretable DRR (Fig. 7 right, in the case of high noise). Related to this issue,
our approach estimates also unique thresholds for a whole MRI set. This can be problematic when brightness is not
homogeneous across all the images or within the images themselves, which happens regularly for MRI. This problem
could be solved either by pre-processing the images to homogenize the brightness or by developing adaptive
thresholding estimations by regions based on our method. In our case, inhomogeneous brightness has indeed been
observed on several MRI sets (see Fig. 5 left). Although the segmentations of the background/foreground seemed of
good quality in general, some failures were reported due to this issue. Additionally, the manual expert thresholding had
to be a trade-off between the bright and dark regions, leading to voxels wrongly classified. These observations limit our
modelling and affect the quality of the generated DRR at the current state.
Another intrinsic limitation is the region of interest of the MRI set. If the region is too limited and does not encompass a
body region where conventional X-ray could be calculated, the resulting DRR could be difficult to interpret as not
referring to any known imaging of the body.
Finally, the method described in this study applies only for T1-weighted MRI. Further work is required to extend the
principle presented here to other types of MRI and to validate the method on sets not used to design the model.
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We decided to classify the tissues into three types corresponding to identifiable MRI intensities and having distinct
attenuation coefficients, usually identifiable on conventional radiographs. While the three tissues appeared in general
well classified, all the other tissues were classified in one of the three categories, such as the small white artefacts on
Figure 6. As another illustration, bladder fluid, dark on T1-weighted MRI, is mainly classified as bone, leading to bright
intensities on the DRR, as visible on Figure 7 (middle). This is a limitation of intensity-based approach as proposed in
this study. Morphological considerations may complement this approach to classify more robustly the various tissues
relevant for DRR calculation.
Despite these limitations, our study shows that bone-muscle and muscle-fat thresholds could interestingly be related to
the intensity of the muscle tissue peak on the histogram. The models proposed in the article show a good reconstruction
level, with RMS errors below 0.02 in normalised intensity unit. As DRR and X-rays in general rely primarily on the
cortical bone tissue, this ensures interpretable DRR. Indeed, the DRR computed as visible on Figure 7 middle approaches
interestingly conventional radiographs. It is moreover possible to emphasize one type of tissue by adapting the relative
intensities of the modified MRI. Promising results are also observed in comparison to results proposed by Kapanen et al.
[5], based on manual segmentations of the bone (Fig. 8).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Despite limitations, this study validates the proof-of-concept to simulate radiographs from MRI without manual
segmentations. As mentioned earlier, this method may not be applicable for every MRI set recorded in clinical routine,
but opens an interesting complementary visualisation for PACS servers. Future work consists in validating more deeply
the method, making it more robust and generalise it other types of MRI as discussed earlier in order to provide an
alternative tool for PACS clients.
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